
 
 

ABSTRACT 

ZHU, WENCONG. Stimulated Emission in AlxGa1-xAs -GaAs Single and Multiple 

Quantum Well Heterostructure. (Under the direction of R. M. Kolbas). 

 
  Stimulated emission and laser action at 77K and at room temperature from 

AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs (x=0.12; x=0.35) single quantum well heterostructure and 

AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs (x=0.2; x=0.3) superlattice multiple quantum well heterostructure 

grown by molecular beam epitaxy were studied by using photoluminescence. By locating 

the sample in a Fabry-Perot cavity, the bound state stimulated emissions caused by the 

electron-hole recombination in two-dimensional electron-hole plasma could be easily 

observed at both 77K and room temperature. Laser modes observed with large mode 

spacing can be explained due to absorption in bound state modes. These modes’ 

oscillating are across the sample with mode spacing inversely proportional to the cavity 

length. Laser modes with mode spacing much smaller than the bound state mode emerged 

at 77K. Laser action occurs in one longitudinal phonon (LO) energy ( LOhν ~ 36 meV), 

below the bound state modes. The phonon assisted modes prefer to oscillate along the 

sample, thus exhibited different mode spacing. By comparing the dependence of the peak 

emission of the laser modes on the pumping power for these two types of modes, it was 

obvious that the phonon assisted modes appeared abruptly when the pumping power 

reached a threshold value, and then increased much more rapidly. These observations 

applied to both single quantum well structure and superlattice multiple quantum well 

structure; thus, we could interpret our results using equations given by H. Kroemer (1957). 

The percolation phonon greatly increased the phonon occupation number, and this factor 

enhanced the possibility for the occurrence of phonon assisted modes. Kroemer’s theory 

was supported by the detection of the Raman scattering in the sample. 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.1 Review of AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs Heterostructure Quantum Wells 

 

The concept of a heterostructure came from the idea of improving the ratio of the 

injected minority carrier current by making the band gap of the emitter higher than the base 

region, proposed by H. Kroemer[1]. Dumke used liquid phase epitaxy to grow the first 

AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs heterojunction transistor[2].
 
Now it is an essential part of the design and 

fabrication of semiconductor laser diodes. A typical single GaAs quantum well is 

fabricated by a thin active region sandwiched between two thick AlxGa1-xAs confining 

layers. The step of the bandgap between GaAs and AlxGa1-xAs forms the one dimensional 

potential well. If the thickness of active region Lz is reduced to the order of carrier de 

Broglie wavelength ( / zh p L  ), then quantum size effects (QSE) occur [3]. The 

quantized electron (hole) energy levels in the well lead to the confined-particle transition. 

The quantum states of confined carriers can be observed by measuring the optical 

absorption of the active GaAs layer of the structure. If excess carriers are photogenerated or 

injected to the confining layers within a diffusion length of active region, the carriers will 

scatter and diffuse to the quantum well, where they are collected and recombine in the well. 

By adjusting the width of the well, we obtain different sets of confined states. Early work 

showed that for 100zL  Å, the carrier scattering decreases rapidly, and so does the carrier 

collecting efficiency. This result may be expected because of the insufficient length of the 

well to allows the carriers to scatter to the bottom of the quantum well [4]. 

  The separate-confinement heterostructure was proven to be effective in supporting the 

carrier collection and thus the stimulated emission. The heterostructure mentioned was 
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grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The active region consists of an ultra-thin GaAs and 

two thick Al0.15Ga0.85As confining layers. The whole active region is sandwiched by two 

much thicker layers of Al0.35Ga0.65As. The conduction-band diagram is a two-step and 

symmetric pattern[5]. Measuring the stimulated emission spectra of the 

separate-confinement heterostructure shows that it is effective in collecting carriers in the 

central ultra-thin GaAs well under low threshold laser operation. An explanation of the 

carrier collection enhancement in similar structures was given by Burnham et al[6]. The 

photoexcited carriers are first trapped within the “active” region, which in this case, 

consisting the ultra-thin GaAs layer and two Al0.15Ga0.85As confining layers, and then 

diffuse and scattered back and forth in this thick well until they lose enough energy to be 

collected in the ultra-thin GaAs well. Also the calculation shows that the spatial extent of 

the wave function is proportional the well width for a very thick well but inversely 

proportional to the well width when the well is very thin. Hence, the full width at 

half-maximum of the wavefunction can be larger than the ultra-thin well width. The 

enhancement of the carrier collection in this construction is well understood, since energy 

lost outside the well can still lead to the carrier capture in the well, 

  Coupling of multiple quantum wells(MQW)[7] is proposed to be another way to 

increase the efficiency in carrier collection. The sample active region consists several 

ultra-thin GaAs well coupled by AlxGa1-xAs barriers. Thus the overall active region width 

is much larger. A similar structure is a superlattice coupled to a thick quantum well, the 

superlattice consists several ultra-thin GaAs well coupled by AlxGa1-xAs with similar 

width. The photoexcited carriers can scatter back and forth between the thick well and the 

superlattice, downward to the low energy bound state. 
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1.2 Review of Phonon Assisted Stimulated Emission 

 

  At the high excitation levels characteristic of a semiconductor laser, the electron-hole 

recombination in bulk GaAs is known to be a band-to-band process. When the thickness 

of GaAs layer is reduced to 500zL  Å, quantum size effects occur and the electron and 

holes are accumulated at the confined states in the well. That is, recombination in 

quantum well GaAs layers is shifted well above the band edge, produce a photon with 

energy larger than band gap ( gE  ). However, though the recombination of confined 

electron-hole is observed as expected, the spectra also shows the luminescence lower in 

energy than the lowest confined electron-hole transitions[8]. This behavior can be 

explained by the phonon involvement in quantum well recombination. This process is 

called Phonon Assisted Stimulated Emission (PASE).  

  The phonon assisted stimulated emission (PASE) refers to the photoluminescence 

peaks at integer multiples of phonons energies below the electron-holes recombination 

between the confined states in quantum well structures. Holonyak and Kolbas [9] 

observed phonon assisted recombination in GaAs-AlGaAs quantum well grown by 

Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) for the first time. Phonon assisted 

stimulated emission was usually observed one longitudinal optical (LO) phonon energy 

below the n=1 or n=1' confined particle transition, which is regarded as the lowest 

electron-hole transitions in energy. But in fact, the LO phonon involvement can be 

observed over the entire direct-gap range of the GaAs well, not just the lowest confined 

particle transition, and multiple phonon assisted process is also possible in the 

recombination. 
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  However, since the first discussion by Holonyak and co-workers of phonon-assisted 

stimulated emission, it has been a controversial topic. For several years other groups were 

unable to reproduce the same result and suggested other possible mechanisms to account 

for what Holonyak and co-workers had observed. These workers attributes the 

lower-energy sideband to impurities[10], bandgap renormalization[11] or optical 

absorption losses in the unexcited portions of the sample[12]. Some also question the 

universality of the result in other crystal growth process because the initial work was done 

by the sample grown by MOCVD. More work has been made to confirm the initial 

statement and pointed out why other group missed the observation of phonon assisted 

stimulated emission. Lo and Kolbas[13] ruled out the involvement of impurities because 

the recombination associated with impurities in quantum wells shifts in energy as a 

function of well width[14, 15] and at least 10
17

/cm
3
 impurities doping concentration are 

needed to support the stimulated emission[16]. Holonyak also indicated the importance of 

the shape of the heat sink, the geometric size of the platelets[17-19] to observe the 

phonon assisted stimulated emission. All the factors mentioned above will determine 

whether a phonon oscillator is operating.   

1.3 Basic Theory of Phonon Assisted Stimulated Emission 

 

  For a typical thick GaAs (bulk material) , the dispersion or energy momentum relation 

is just parabola for a nearly free particle is 

2 22 2 2 2
yx z

x y z * * *

x y z

kk k
E(k , k , k )

2m 2m 2m
                                1.1  

Where / 2h  , h is Planck constant, m
*
is effective mass, k is wave vector. 
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For a typical AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs heterojunction, a layer of narrower-band-gap GaAs is 

sandwiched between two wider-band-gap AlxGa1-xAs layers. When the width of GaAs 

zL  is small enough, the finite square well potential is formed and the electrons (and 

holes) are trapped in it. Since 
zL
 
is much less than 

xL
 
and yL  then it is possible to 

break up the three dimensional Hamiltonian into a two dimensional part plus a one 

dimensional part. Combining with the common situation mx y zm m  , the dispersion 

relation is 

2
2 2

x y z y x n*
E(k , k , k ) (k +k ) E

2m
                                1.2 

Where 
2 2

z
n *

z

k
E

2m
 . The allowed kz values are no longer continuous but discrete because 

of the square well potential. En is the nth bound state energy eigenvalues obtained by 

solving the one-dimensional (z-direction) finite square potential well problem.  

2 2 2

n * 2

z

n
E

2m Lz


                                                1.3 

The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1-1. En is shown for electrons, Ee, heavy holes, 

Ehh, and light holes, Elh. The degeneracy between the heavy holes and light holes is 

broken due to the quantum size effect. Note that below the n=1 bound states, there is no 

allowed states for electrons or holes. However, in the bulk sample, carriers can stay at the 

bottom of the conduction band or top of the valence band in energy.  Since the carriers 

are confined in the z-direction and free to move in x-y plane, the density of states changes 

from the usual parabolic form, which characterize the bulk feature, to a stepped or 

staircased cumulative form. The two-dimensional density of states is given by [20] 
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Fig. 1-1 Schematic diagram of energy band of a GaAs quantum well with the width Lz 

sandwiched between to wider-gap AlxGa1-xAs confining layers. The bound state of the 

confined particles are labeled for electrons (E1, E2, E3 ), heavy holes (Ehh1, Ehh2, Ehh3), and 

light holes (Elh1, Elh2). (After Holonyak et al.[7] ) 

 
*

2

m
g E dE dE



 
  
 

                                          1.4 

which is independent of E. In the bulk samples, the carriers are distributed allover the 

density of states varying parabolically with the energy, thus lead to a broad linewidth. 

While for the one-dimensional quantum well heterostructure, the density of states only 

changes when the energy increases from one bound state to another. The carriers tends to 
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cumulate some different density states levels with fixed energy and then recombine, 

resulting in a narrow linewidth. This advantage of the quantum-well heterostructure is 

shown in Fig. 1-2.  

  In a typical photoluminescence experiment, the excess carriers are generated in the 

AlxGa1-xAs confining layers, because the pump g>Eh .Then the excess carriers scatters and 

lose energy to relax to the band edge of the confining layers. The excess carriers continue 

to diffuse and scatter, are collected by the quantum well, scatter and lose energy in the 

well, and then recombine in the well. However, the efficiency of carriers collection is 

substantially reduced if the well width is smaller than the carrier scattering path length. 

  In both bulk samples and quantum-well heterostructures, the energy relaxation process 

of the hot electrons is achieved primarily by emitting LO phonons. The schematic 

diagram of the process is shown in Figure 1-2. The multiple scattering in the well result 

in the phonon sidebands occurring at multiple integer LO phonon energies below the 

lowest bound-state transitions. [8, 21-26] In bulk sample, with the parabolic density of 

states as shown in Fig. 1-3, the phonon emission rate is proportional to the final density 

of states or    
2

em LOEI g E    . Similarly the phonon absorption rate is 

proportional to the final density of states or    
2

abs LOE E+I g   . Therefore, the 
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Fig. 1-2 Schematic diagram of the increasing electron and hole energy as a function of 

the density of states. The parabolas correspond to the density of states of the bulk 

material. The step-like density of states corresponds to the density of states of the 

quasi-two-dimensional structure. Interband recombination occurs from the electrons in 

the bound states of the conduction band to the heavy holes and light holes in the bound 

states of valence band, obeying the n 0   selection rule. (After Holonyak et al. [7] ) 
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Fig. 1-3 The energy relaxation process of hot electrons in a quasi-two-dimensional 

quantum-well structure (step-like density of states) and in a bulk material (parabolic 

density of states) by emitting LO phonons. (After Holonyak et al. [27] ) 
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phonon emission rate is limited by the decreasing final energy, in other words, the final 

density of states. While for the quasi-two-dimensional quantum well system, the density 

of states is constant within certain range of energy, thus the similar limit doe not occurs. 

The Fig. 1- 3 also shows that below the lowest bound state n=1, the virtual density of 

states exist, which makes the recombination and laser operation 
LO  below the 

confined-particle energy gap E11 possible. 

  Phonon-assisted process tends to have a lower possibility compared with unassisted 

process, unless the latter is forbidden by some way. Kroemer[28] pointed out that 

phonon-assisted emission and unassisted emission are competing to dominate the process. 

Some simple rate equations for this hypothetical process are given. We assume that the 

rates of generation for unassisted photons, for assisted photons, and for phonons are the 

following: 

  

   

 

0 0

0

/ 1

/ 1 1

1

U

A

p

g I n

g I n p

g mg m g



 



 

  

  

                                       

1 . 5 a

1 . 5 b

1 . 5 c

 

I is the population inversion (number of electron-hole pairs), U and A are characteristic 

time constants for unassisted and assisted process. Assuming A U  , 0n , n , and p are 

the two photon occupation numbers and the phonon occupation number. The factor m is 

the number of percolation phonons generated into the recombination-assisting phonon 

mode per recombining electron-hole pair. 

  The rate equations are presented below: 
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Here, 0 and   are the cavity lifetimes for the two photon modes. 
p is the phonon 

lifetime. 0p  is the thermal equilibrium phonon occupation number. R is the laser pump 

rate. I  is the lifetime of the population inversion due to all processes other than 

stimulated emission. Considering the steady-state solutions, / 0d dt  , the electron 

population inversion I versus the phonon occupancy is shown in Fig. 1-4. 

The population inversion (number of electron-hole pairs) increase rapidly with 

increasing pump power, and so does the phonon occupation number. After an initial quick 

rise, the population inversion stays unchanged over a range of pump power, but the 

phonon occupation number is still increasing. Throughout this range, the laser action is 

dominated by the unassisted emission, which makes the population inversion fixed as the 

unassisted stimulated emission is established stable. However, if the phonon population is 

increased above a critical value above which the assisted mode has higher gain than the 

unassisted mode, the population inversion drops inversely proportional to the phonon 

occupation number, and the dominating laser action is changed from unassisted mode to 

assisted mode. 

The two photon emission rates, plotted as functions of the pump rate, exhibit a 

hysteresis behavior, shown in Fig. 1-5. Over a certain range of pump rates, l uR R R  , 

both curves are triple valued. As the uR is exceeded, the laser action switches abruptly to 

nearly pure assisted laser action. If the pump rate is lowered, the 
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Fig. 1-4 Steady-state population inversion I associated with a given steady-state phonon 

population, for the model parameters quoted in the text. The wide flat range reflects 

inversion level pining prior to the onset of phonon-assisted laser action. (After Kroemer 

et.al [28]) 

 

 

 

assisted laser action still dominate until the lower rate lR is reached, at which point the 

laser action switches back to the nearly pure unassisted action. 

The underlying physics is simple: As the pump rate is raised, the initial phonon 

population is few, thus favors the unassisted process. As the pump rate continue rising, 

make the phonon population approaches the critical number, a small increase in the pump 
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power will lead to a small increase not only in unassisted photon generation rate, but also 

in assisted photon generation rate. The latter will generate additional phonons if the 

stimulated emission is established, which will in turn increase the phonon population and 

thus increase the assisted phonon emission rate at the expense of the unassisted rate. It is 

expected that the assisted phonon emission will replace the 

unassisted mode when the phonon population is high enough by increasing the pump 

power.  

 

 

Fig. 1-5 Unassisted (left) and assisted (right) photon emission rates, divided by the 

pump rate. As function of pump rate, for the model parameters given in the text, Both 

processes exhibit hysteresis, with abrupt mode switching at lR R and uR R , indicated 

by vertical arrows. The numbers plotted at selected points along the curves are phonon 

occupation numbers. (After Kroemer et. al [28]) 
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The phonon absorption and phonon emission can be detected by the observation of 

Stokes intensity and anti-Stokes intensity. If large numbers of phonons are emitted, 

anti-Stokes scattering is more likely to occur over Stokes scattering, and so is the phonon 

assisted stimulated emission. Shah[29] reported the observation of hot phonons by 

detecting the surface Raman scattering. The ratio (S/A) of the Stokes to anti-Stokes 

intensity for LO phonon mode decreases significantly as the pump power is raised. 

However, the decrease in (S/A) for the LO is to large to be explained by the estimated 

increase in lattice temperature. It can be concluded that the hot phonons emission must be 

involved in the photoexcitation and recombination. Though the surface Raman scattering 

provides us with information on population of phonons at only ~ 2 pk , where pk  is the 

photon wavevector, the detailed calculation for phonon generation is given at arbitrary 

phonon wavevector, and indicating that the tendency of change on ratio (S/A) with pump 

power consists with the observation of Raman scattering.  

A further calculation for phonon generation in quasi-two-dimensional rather than bulk 

is give by Hess[23]. Formulas are presented for the phonon absorption and emission 

integrals, Iabs and Iem. Numerical solutions are give to demonstrate that for there 

dimensions, 
3D 3D

abs emI I , while for two dimensions, the inequality is reversed, i.e, 

2D 2D

abs emI I , if 
LOE  , where E is the electron energy. For 18 31.5 10 cmn    and 

A=10, where n is the electron density and A is the normalized probability per unit time of 

phonon emission for electron energies
LO3  , the non-thermal phonon occupation 

number 
nt

qN  is about a factor of 10 above the thermal equilibrium value (300K). The 

large increase of 
nt

qN  means the remarkable importance of the phonon assisted 
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stimulated emission in quasi-two-dimensional structure.  

  In summary, for quasi-two-dimensional quantum well, the restriction of the phonon 

emission associated with the decreasing density of states appears in bulk material does 

not exist. Kroemer provide a theory model to further indicate that percolation phonons 

increase the phonon occupation number significantly, which enhance the phonon assisted 

mode and consume the population inversion I rapidly. In addition, phonon assisted laser 

action appears abruptly and soon dominate the emission when the pump rate reaches 

certain value. Shah took the observation of decreasing ratio (S/A) of the Stokes to 

anti-Stokes intensity with rising pump power in bulk material as the evidence to verify 

that large number of hot phonons are involved in the photoexcitation and recombination. 

Hess further pointed out that for two dimensional structures, phonon emission is stronger 

than phonon absorption, and the large increase of phonon occupation number 
nt

qN makes 

the phonon assisted stimulated emission of great importance. 
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Chapter 2-Experimental Methods 

 

  In this chapter, the experimental techniques used in this work are described. Molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE) has been used to grow all the AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs quantum well 

samples from which the date is taking in this thesis and is described first. 

Photoluminescence, which is the principle method to study the character of carrier 

thermalization and collection in the ultrathin quantum well, forms the second part of this 

chapter. 

2.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy   

 

  Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a term used to denote the epitaxial growth of 

compound semiconductor films by a process involving the reaction of one or more 

thermal molecular beams with a crystalline surface under ultra-high vacuum conditions. 

[30, 31] It distinguishes itself from previous vacuum evaporation techniques with its 

significantly more precise control of the beam fluxes and deposition conditions. The 

importance of MBE to device technology is its capability of preparing extremely smooth 

thin layers with a high degree of dimensional tolerance, compositional control and 

interface definition at comparatively low temperatures, while maintaining excellent 

crystal perfection. In the area of conventional devices, MBE has been used primarily in 

the fabrication of double heterostructure lasers and superlattice based on AlxGa1-xAs, and 

to a lesser extent for various microwave devices, principally filed effect transistors (FET) 
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for high speed operation.  

In MBE, molecular beams of various elements are spraying from the heated effusion 

cells to the substrate. The shutters can be elaborately controlled to open and close, thus 

the abrupt change in the film thickness and doping concentration can be achieved. Layers 

only several atoms thick are possible, which made it vary popular in growing ultra-thin 

quantum-well and superlattice structures. The essence of the MBE concept is that the 

growth surface is kept clean under ultra-high vacuum condition. The perfect vacuum 

environment surrounding the growing substrate must be maintained in order to avoid 

contamination that might affect the electrical properties and to keep the purity of the 

sample[32].  

All the quantum-well structures described here were grown in a commercial Varian 

360 MBE system. [33]Figure 2-1 is the schematic of the whole system and an exploded 

schematic of the growth chamber of a Varian 360 MBE system is shown in Figure 2-2.  

Besides the UHV condition, the substrate temperature and the beam flux play 

important role in the growth process. These can be determined by changing the 

temperatures of the effusion cells, thus the arriving rates and surface lifetimes can be 

controlled precisely. In this work, the substrate temperature of 580 630 C  have been 

used for the growth of GaAs, and for AlxGa1-xAs, substrate temperature is set at 

675 690 C . The beam flux can be determined by the effusion cell temperature along 

with vapor pressure data or measured by using an ionization gauge. These samples are 

then cleaved and etched. The composition of AlxGa1-xAs is normally detected by 

photoluminescence. 
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Fig. 2-1 Schematic of Varian 360 MBE system. (After the Varian 360 manual) 
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Fig. 2-2 Exploded view of the growth chamber in the Varian 360 MBE system. (After the 

Varian 360 manual) 

2.2 Photoluminescence 

 

  Photoluminescence is a widely used spectroscopic technique to measure and analyze 

the spectrum of the emitted light from a photoexcited semiconductor. The recorded result 

is the emission intensity versus wavelength. Photoluminescence is a useful tool to study 

the process of the carrier recombination and the optical emission, and in determining the 

optical quality of the materials. It is often used to access the potential of a specific 

material for promising applications in a light-emitting semiconductor device. 
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Photoluminescence provides a non-destructive technique for the analysis of 

semiconductors. The method provides information both on intrinsic and extrinsic 

semiconductor properties and is shown to be particularly suitable for the centres 

responsible for the shallow donor and acceptor species by which the electrical properties 

are usually controlled. It can also be applied to certain deep states, provided that the 

carriers exchange with these centres does not lead to so much lattice relaxation that the 

associated recombination becomes totally non-radiative processes. In all cases, 

measurements at low cryogenic temperatures are required to obtain the fullest 

spectroscopic information usually necessary to characterize a given type of transition and 

distinguish between species within a given class. The most essential advantage of 

photoluminescence include: 1) Neither p-n junctions nor electrical contacts are required, 

allowing undoped or uniformly doped materials to be easily investigated. This eliminates 

the added complications associated with dopants, metallization and contracts, and is 

particularly important for those materials in which contact or junction technology is not 

fully developed; 2) Impurity transitions can be studied by comparing the spectrums of 

undoped samples with uniformly doped one’s; 3) Laser pump source can provide high 

enough intensity of exciting beam; 4) The character of the pump laser and the whole 

calibration system make it easy to change the size of the beam, focus on the sample and 

change the location of the beam spot.  

The photoluminescence experiment was carried out Quantum Optoelectronic 

Laboratory in the Larry K. Monteith Research Center (MRC) at North Carolina State 

University (NCSU). The pump source consists of a Coherent Innova 90 argon ion laser 

and a Coherent 7208 cavity dumper. The Innova 90 alone can operate at continuous wave 
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(CW) mode with up to 5 Watt of laser power at wavelength of 5145A


 , and much 

higher power are achievable along with cavity dumper while operating under pulse mode. 

The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the pulse is about 8.72 ns. The repetition 

rate of the pulse can be manipulated by the divided number N at the control panel of the 

cavity dumper. In this work, to maximize the output pump power, the divided number N 

is set to be 6, with the corresponding time interval of the adjacent pulses about 158 ns. 

The maximum average output power from the laser can be as high as 50 mW. A camera 

aperture is used to refine the shape and the quality of the laser beam. The pumping beam 

is reflected three times by three square mirrors, which have reflection efficiency of 91%. 

Then the beam was focused on the platelet using a 1 inch in diameter lens, which pass 

through the front window of the dewar, and was incident at angle of about 45  to the 

normal to the surface of the platelet. The luminescence from the platelet was measured 

through the side window of the dewar and was focused by using a 3 inch diameter 

convex lens into the slit of an Acton
TM 

 SpectroPro 300i Imaging Triple Grating 

Monochrometor/spectrograph by using a sensor connected with the fiber. A low pass 

optical filter was set before the signal receiver to block the scattered green light from the 

platelet. Then the optical signal is dispersed by the monochromator/ spectrograph. The 

grating configuration can be set either with 1200 grooves/mm for high resolution but 

small display range, or 300 grooves/mm for low resolution but large display range. In 

both cases the blazing wavelength is 300nm. A liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled charge 

coupled device (CCD) camera is used to detect the optical signal. The slit width can be 

set from 10 m to 3mm  and 0.1 nm resolution can be achieved with the 

1200grooves/mm grating. A schematic diagram of the whole experiment setup is shown 
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in Fig. 2-3. 

2.3 Sample preparation 

 

  This thesis is focusing the stimulated emission from the quantum-well structure after 

the electrons are excited by high enough pumping power. One requirement to support the 

laser oscillation is the feedback formed by the Fabry-Perot cavities. In addition, a good 

heat sink is necessary because of the very high pumping power input used in this 

experiment. To form the resonator cavities, the substrate is first removed from the 

epitaxial layers. To do this, the substrate of the sample is first mechanically polished 

down to 1-2 mils thick. Then use a H2SO4-H20-H202 (5:1:1) non-selective etching 

solution to etch the surface of the substrate while the part of epitaxial layer is protected 

by covering with black wax. Finally, etch the remaining substrate with a selective etching 

solution (usually Clorox) down to about 1.1 m to 1.3 m   thick. Then remove it from 

the black wax and clean it with trichloroethane, acetone,  

methanol, and D.I water, and cleaved into rectangular platelets with 20 m to 200 m   

in width by using a sharp scalpel blade. A typical platelet used as the resonator cavity and 

the photoescitation geometry which favor the stimulated emission in this thesis is shown 

in Fig. 2-4. 

  Fig. 2-5 shows the structure of the sample mounting arrangement. As shown, a  

copper plug is wetted with a mound of indium. The platelets are put in place on the 

indium and coverd with a sapphire window[34]. The sapphire window can provide 

enough heat sinking while still allowing reasonable optical transmission. Finally, the plug 

is mounted on the sample holder which is attached to the liquid-nitrogen cooled dewar. 

The whole set is then combined with a chamber, which is vacuumed by an external pump. 
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In this experiment, we make the incident pumping beam at angle of  

about 45  to the normal of the surface of the sample. Although this angle is not 

optimum in terms of coupling the pumping light to the platelet, it is the angle that gives 

the best output signal.    

  From the output aperture of the laser to the platelets under the sapphire window, 

different forms of beam power losses occurs: 1) the power losses at the surface of the 

three mirrors; 2) the power losses due to the lens in front of the dewar; 3) the power 

losses due to the dewar front window; 4) the power losses caused by the refelection of the 

sapphire window. An accurate knowledge of the light coupled to the platelet requres that 

the power correction is applied. The reflection efficiency of the mirror RM is 90%. The 

combining of lens transmission efficiency and dewar window transmission efficiency 

TLTW is 79%. Part of the beam power that are incident at the surface of the sapphire is 

reflected. The laser beam is vertical and TE polarized at the surface, so the equation 

applied to calculate the transmission efficiency is [35]  

2

2 cos cos

cos cos cos

i i t t

i i t t i i
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                            (2.1) 

where ni is the index of refraction of the air, which is 1, and nt is the index of refraction of 

the sapphire which is 2.2. The incident angle 
i  is 45  as mentioned above, and the 

cos t  (
t  is refraction angle ) can be calculated by 
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                                       (2.2) 

Thus the transmission efficiency of the sapphire window T
=75%. Add up all these 

losses and the ratio of the final beam power reaching at the surface of the platelets to the 
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output beam power from the laser aperture is 45%. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-3 Schematic diagram of the experiment setup 
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Fig. 2-4 Typical laser platelet and photoexcitation geometries used in the studies of 

stimulated emission. 
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Fig. 2-5 Sample mounting arrangement of laser platelets for stimulated emission 

experiments. (After Holonyak et al. [34] )   
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Chapter 3-Stimulated emission from AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs single quantum 

well and superlattice multiple quantum well 

 

As indicated in Chapter One, researchers have shown the evidence of phonon 

participation not only in the process of hot electron scattering from the confining layers to 

the quantum-well, but also in the electron-hole recombination transition. Indeed, data has 

proved the appearance of the emission photon with integer multiples of longitudinal 

optical (LO) phonon energy below the allowed electron to hole bound transitions. Further 

study of the photopumped action also shows the differences between the bound state 

stimulated emission and phonon assisted stimulated emission. Closely spaced laser modes 

are observed that are best explained as phonon assisted stimulated emission.  

In this chapter, the laser action associated with the sample geometry is first discussed to 

provide the basic explanation for phonon assisted stimulated emission. Finally, the spectra 

of stimulated emission for both bound state modes and phonon assisted modes are 

displayed to confirm the theory indicated in Chapter One. The observed emission spectra 

are taken at room temperature (300K) and 77K separately, first for a single quantum well 

structure sample, and then for a superlattice multiple quantum well structure sample. The 

dependence of the stimulated emission peak intensity on the increasing pumping power is 

studied to indicate that the different processes occur between bound state stimulated 

emission and phonon assisted stimulated emission. 
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3.1 Geometry of the stimulated emission in the platelets 

 

The structure of the quantum-well system and the process of the interaction between 

the hot electrons and the phonons are studied by the stimulated emission from the 

platelets. To successively observe the stimulated emission, several prerequisites must be 

satisfied. In this experiment, the pumping power is provided by an argon ion laser, to 

achieve the condition of population inversion. Feedback is given by Fabry-Perot cavity, 

which in this case, is formed by the smooth crystal surface all around the rectangular 

platelets. The stimulated emission is possible if the geometry length of the cavity is 

integer multiple of the half wavelength of the stimulated beam emitted from the 

quantum-well structure. The wavelength is determined by the different types of 

transitions between the electron and holes, from both the quantum well and the 

surrounding confining layers. The mode spacing of the laser action is calculated by  

 

                           
2

eff/ 2Ln  
                          3.1 

 

Where L is the cavity length, either from the edge to edge geometry or end to end 

geometry, and 
effn n dn/d   is the effective index of refraction, taken to be 3.5 for the 

calculation. Thus the stimulated oscillations cross the width or along the length of the 

platelets tend to exhibit obviously different mode spacing. It has been shown that the 

bound state stimulated emission preferentially occurs cross the width, while phonon 

assisted stimulated emission is more easily observed along the length. Hence the contrast 

of the mode spacing is a credible evidence for the exist of phonon assisted  

stimulated emission. The detail of the stimulated emission associated with the sample 
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geometry will be discussed further in the following sections.  

3.2 Spontaneous photoluminescence 

 

  Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a useful tool for determining the aluminum 

component in the AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs and also the layer thickness. For thick confining 

layers, which are AlxGa1-xAs material with high Al component, most excited carriers are 

scattered and collected into the quantum-well layers, thus the transition in the thick layers 

caused by the remaining carriers show the optical character of the bulk material. No 

quantum effect occurs in the bulk material, so the wavelength of the emission peak can 

directly reflect the bandgap of the associated AlxGa1-xAs layers.  

  When the Al component x is smaller than 0.45, the band gap of the AlxGa1-xAs is the 

energy separation between the Γ valley and top of valence band. To estimate the 

temperature dependences of energy difference between the top of the valence band and 

the bottom of the Γ valleys of the conduction band EΓ, one can use the data for GaAs[36].  

 

    4 2E E 0 5.41 10 T / T 204 eV

     
               3.2 

 

Where 

 

   2E 0 1.519 1.155 0.37 eVx x   
                    3.3 

 

The spontaneous emission observed from the spectra can be used to measure the 

aluminum composition. Equally useful as well is the relative ease with locating the 

position of the bound state emission, which can be calculated by the two-dimensional 
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quantum well Schrodinger equation but sensitive to the thickness of active layer. This sort 

of information is of great importance when analyzing photopumped laser spectra, as the 

position of, e.g., the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition are readily indentified from 

the spontaneous photoluminescence spectra. Once the location of a special transition is 

confirmed, other peak associated with different bound state transition processes are easily 

found, as well as the phonon assisted stimulated emission. 

3.3 Stimulated emission in single quantum well structure 

 

  The AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs single quantum well structure used in this experiment is grown 

by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and is shown in Fig. 3-1. To collect the photoexcited 

carrier more efficiently, the active region is GaAs layer with the thickness comparable to 

the mean scattering length of the electrons. Then active layer is sandwiched by two 

AlxGa1-xAs confining layer with much larger thickness. This confining layer is thick 

enough to exhibit optical characters of bulk material. Finally, the outermost layers are 

much thicker AlxGa1-xAs, with larger Al component than that of the first confining layer. 

Thus the schematic for conduction band energy edge has a two-step configuration called a 

separate-confinement heterostructure. The photoexcited carriers are first generated at the 

outermost AlxGa1-xAs layers and scattered to lose energy. When they go through the inner 

AlxGa1-xAs layer, the scattering process continue, thus the kinetic energy of the carrier is 

significantly reduced when the carriers finally reach the center active region. This result 

in a relative ease for the quantum well to confine the carriers and the observation of the 

stimulated emission in the active region is more visible. Fig 3.2 shows the spontaneous 

emission from the rectangular sample pumped by an argon ion laser (5145Å) at 77K. The 
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rectangles are cleaved from the bulk sample with areas of several square millimeters and 

pressed into indium as described in Chapter Two. The position of the spontaneous 

emission is around 7310.54 Å and it is a great agreement with the expected peak at 7316 

Å associated with an Al composition of 15%. This peak corresponds to the inner 

AlxGa1-xAs confining layer.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-1 Schematic of the conduction band diagram of a single quantum well separate- 

confinement structure 
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Fig. 3-2 Spontaneous emission from the Al0.15Ga0.85As confining layer. The aluminum 

composition is used to compute the allowed confined particle transitions. 

 

Fig. 3-3 is the picture of the platelets sample used in the experiment viewed by 

microscope. It is a vertical view seen above the surface of the sapphire window mounted 

on the copper plug. The object lens of the microscope is covered by a green light filter so 

that the scattered green laser can not pass through the microscope and hurt observer’s 

eyes. The small stripes are the platelets of samples we are taking data from and the red 

spot in the field of view indicates the emission beam caused by the recombination in the 

platelets. Unlike the large rectangular sample used in measuring the spontaneous emission, 

the platelet is cleaved much narrower and shorter in order to form the Fabry-Perot cavity 
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to support the laser emission  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-3 The platelets mounted on the copper plug viewed by microscope 
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We mainly focus on the stimulated emission behavior in the GaAs active layer, because 

that is the quantum well where most photoexcited carriers are collected and exhibit the 

bound state emission and phonon assisted stimulated emission. The emission spectra from 

a platelet 20 m wide and 327.5 m in length at room temperature (300K) is shown in Fig. 

3-4.  

 

 

  

Fig. 3-4 The bound state stimulated emission from a 20 m 327.5 m   platelet under at 

room temperature.  

 

 The Fig.3-4 shows laser emission spectra of the platelets under the pumping power 
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higher than the threshold for the starting of laser oscillation. Different lines represent the 

increasing pumping power by the argon ion laser. If the oscillation is operated across the 

width of the sample, the mode spacing should be very large because the width of this 

platelet is relatively small and the mode spacing is inversely proportional to the length of 

the cavity length. The calculated mode spacing of laser oscillation across the width at the 

wavelength of 7991 Å is 48 Å, which agrees well with the values shows in the spectra. 

From the spectra it is evident that n=1 bound state emission is much stronger than n=1’ 

bound state emission, this is probably because the density of state for heavy hole is much 

larger than that of light hole, given that the two-dimensional density of state of carriers is 

       
  2

m
g E =

                             3.4
 

It is also obvious that the lower energy side of each peak expend much more than the 

higher energy side when the pumping power is increasing. Above the wavelength of 8100 

Å, the peaks showed a considerable redshift with increasing the pumping power. This can 

be explained by band gap renormalization (BGR).  

  The emission peak intensity as function of the pumping power is plotted on a log-log 

scale is shown in Fig.3-5. The pumping power density is calculated by dividing the input 

power on the surface of the platelets by the area of the beam spot. Because this platelet is 

very narrow and the beam spot covers all the width of it, we take the diameter of the spot 

as 20 m  to calculate the effective area of the spot. It is indicated that above threshold, 

the peak intensity increases as a function of rising pumping power with the slope of 1.9. 
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Fig. 3-5 The peak intensity of n=1 the bound state stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet ( 20 m 327.5 m  ) at room temperature 

 

   

  To compare the spectra of bound state stimulated emission at another temperature, the 

spectra of the same platelet measured at 77K is shown in Fig. 3-6 The peak intensity has a 

sublinear dependence (slope of 0.81) on the pumping power as shown in Fig. 3-7 
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Fig. 3-6 The bound state stimulated emission from a 20 m 327.5 m   platelet at 77K.
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Fig. 3-7 The peak intensity of the n=1 bound state stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet ( 20 m 327.5 m  ) at 77K.  

 

 

  The same experiment is taken for a much wider platelet, which is 86 m  in width 

and 479 m  in length and the spectra is shown in Fig. 3-8. The data is taken at room 

temperature. Because the sample is the widest platelet mounted on the copper, the laser 

beam spot only covers about half of the width of it, then here the diameter is regarded as 

the half of the platelet’s width to calculate the effective pumping area for photoexciting 

the electrons. It indicates that the no evident laser action appears on the platelet, even 
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though the largest pumping power, which is represented by the gold line in the spectra, 

has almost reached the maximum power that can be supported by argon ion laser. Two 

reasons might be applicable to explain the spectra. First, the room temperature is the 

source of excessive kinetic energy for the photoexcited electrons, which would prevent 

the quantum well to collect the electrons effectively. But more likely is that, the beam 

spot only covers part of the sample across the width, thus photon generated by the 

electron-hole recombination might be reabsorbed during the photon oscillating along the 

width of the platelets. The laser can not be formed without enough gain.  

To do the comparison, this wide platelet is measured at 77K to observe the bound state 

stimulated emission. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 3-9. It is clear to see that when the 

pumping power is small, only spontaneous emission appears. After the pumping power 

approaches the threshold value, the multiple peaks are observed. Because the platelet is a 

very wide sample, the mode spacing is much smaller than the mode spacing of narrower 

platelets. The low temperature limit the kinetic energy of hot electrons, make it easier to 

confine the electrons in the well to achieve the population inversion as well, as well as 

less non-radiative recombination at low temperature. 
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Fig. 3-8 Spectra of the emission from a 86 m 479 m   platelet at the room 

temperature. 

 

 

  To find the threshold value for pumping power, the emission peak intensity as a 

function of pumping power is plotted on a log-log scale as shown in Fig. 3-10.Below the 

threshold, the peak intensity showed a sublinear increase as the pumping power increase 

(slope of 0.7). Above the threshold, on the other hand, the emission peak intensity has a 

slope of 1.8. The stimulated emission threshold was at about 0.86 KW/cm
2
. 
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Fig. 3-9 The bound state stimulated emission from a 86 m 479 m   platelet at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-10 The peak intensity of the bound state stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet (86 m 479 m  ) under 77K. Note that the threshold of pumping 

power for the laser action is at 0.86KW/cm
2
. 

 

 

The spectra as presented above is taken from the platelet vertical to the horizontal plane, 

that means the laser oscillating across the width of the platelet is more easily observed, 

while the laser along the length is not. To examine the possible laser oscillation along the 

platelets, the sample is then turned around about 90 degree. The spectra of the 

horizontally placed wide platelet (86 m 749 m  ) is shown in Fig. 3-11. 
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Fig. 3-11 The phonon assisted stimulated emission from a 86 m 479 m   platelet at 

77K 

 

 

Compare with the spectra of Fig. 3-9, it is obvious that at the wavelength where 

multiple peaks appears in Fig. 3-9, only spontaneous emission appears in Fig. 3-11. Even 

when the pumping power has reached the maximum value the argon ion laser. However, 

in the longer wavelength region, very narrowly spaced modes are observed. The mode 

spacing is so tiny that the resolving capability of the spectrometer can not distinguish the 

different peaks clearly. Given the fact that this platelet is also a very long sample, it can 
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be explained that this narrowly spaced mode is oscillated along the length. The emission 

peak intensity as a function of pumping power is plotted on a log-log scale as shown in 

Fig. 3-12. The peak intensity shows a super linear (slope of 2.0) dependence on the 

pumping power. It is larger than the slope of the increasing peak emission of laser with 

wider spaces and shorter wavelength in Fig. 3-10. 

  A much narrower and shorter ( 49 m 290 m  ) platelet is examined at 77K and is 

show in Fig. 3-13. Note that this platelet is positioned to favor the wide spaced modes, 

but at a much longer wavelength region, the narrow spaced modes are still readily visible.  

  It is also noticeable that the narrowly spaced mode locate at about 8200 Å is referred as 

the phonon assisted stimulated emission, with emitted photon one phonon energy below 

the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition. The spectra shows that when the pumping 

power is low (the bottom two lines), no phonon assisted stimulated emission occurs. Until 

the pumper power exceeds 0.73KW/cm
2
, this narrowly spaced mode is suddenly excited 

and does not change in wavelength with the increasing pumping power. 
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Fig. 3-12 The peak intensity of the phonon assisted stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet (86 m 479 m  ) at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-13 The spectra of the stimulated emission from the platelet ( 49 m 290 m  ) at 

77K. 

 

 

  To get the narrowly spaced mode more clearly, the sample is rotated. The spectra of the 

same sample at 77K is shown in Fig.3-14. The separation between the multi-peaks can be 

easily identified, because the narrower cavity length leads to the wider mode space. The 

emission peak intensity versus pumping power is plotted on a log-log scale as shown in 

Fig. 3-15. The peak intensity shows a superlinear (slope of 2.4) dependence on the 

pumping power.  
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Fig. 3-14 The phonon assisted stimulated emission from a 49 m 290 m   platelet at 

77K. 
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Fig. 3-15 The peak intensity of the phonon assisted stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet ( 49 m 290 m  ) at 77K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In theory, along the length of the platelet, most area is not pumped by the argon ion 

laser, absorption should occurs and eliminate the possibility of laser operation on 

confined-particle transition. While in review of earlier work of Ref [7, 9, 13, 37, 38], the 
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spectra presented above are not surprising. The sample is heat sunk under sapphire [34] 

with metal (In) folded upward along the cleaved edges and ends to give high edge-to-edge 

as well as end-to-end reflection, with, of course, some detectable leakage (signal) near the 

sapphire window[17].  Given that the photon life time is 

                    p h o t o n
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nd c
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                                 3.5  

where n is the index of refraction, c is the speed of light, d is the cavity length and R1, R2 

are the reflectivity of the two ends of the cavity. The lifetime in the edge-to-edge 

resonator across the sample is much less than that along the length of the sample, if the 

reflectivities are the same in both directions. At lower energy, i.e., below the fundamental 

absorption, the cavity Q along the sample is obviously higher than across the sample, 

because, at this lower energy there is no problem with absorption along the relatively 

large umpumped length of the sample, which, indeed, would be a problem for gain on 

confined-particle transition. In other words, the edge-to-edge cavity across the sample is a 

higher Q cavity on higher energy confined-particle transition than a partially pumped 

longer cavity, which, however, is capable of still higher Q if the recombination radiation 

is reduced one phonon in energy. That can explain why the laser action shows in Fig. 3-14 

are at longer wavelength and with much narrower mode spacing.  

  The former spectra are taken either for bound state stimulated emission or for phonon 

assisted stimulated emission exclusively. In order to present the differences between them 

more convincingly, both modes should be excited on the same sample. The platelet is 

posited at an angle about 45 degree to the horizontal plane, so as to collect the two kinds 

of stimulated emission simultaneously. The spectra of the sample ( 30 m 235 m  ) 

measured at 77K is shown in Fig. 3-16. The n=1 black square indicate the 
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electron-to-heavy hole transition, which is calculated to be at the wavelength of 7991 Å, 

and the n=1’ white square represent the electron-to-light hole  

transition, which locate at the wavelength of 7891 Å in calculation. The narrowly spaced 

sharp peaks occurs one optical longitudinal phonon energy, which is 36 meV for GaAs, 

below the n=1 transition. 

First, the n=1 and n=1’ transitions are examined and compared in Fig. 3-17 and he 

emission peak intensity as a function of pumping power is plotted on a log-log scale for 

both n=1 and n=1’ bound state stimulated emission are drawn in comparison in Fig. 3-18. 

Note that the slope of n=1 transition is 1.57, which is higher than the slope of 0.7 for n=1’ 

transition. Because the platelet is relatively narrow and the argon ion laser beam can fully 

cover the width of the sample, even though the highest pumping power only reached half 

of the maximum power of the pumping laser, the photoexcited electron density is high 

enough to support both n=1 and n=1’ transition. Fig. 3-19 shows the phonon assisted 

stimulated emission action. The peaks appears one optical longitudinal phonon in energy 

below the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition. The dependence of emission peak 

intensity on pumping power is plotted on log-log scale in Fig. 3-19. The slope of the 

PASE rising line is 3.9, which is much higher than the increasing rate of n=1 and n=1’ 

bound state stimulated emission with the rising pumping power, which suggest that 

accompanied by the ascending photoexcited carriers, PASE tend to dominated the 

recombination process over the bound state stimulated emission. 
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Fig. 3-16 The spectra of the stimulated emission from the platelet ( 30 m 235 m  ) at 

77K. 

 

To further prove the process of PASE taking advantage over bound state stimulated 

emission, the spectra in Fig. 3-21 (a) shows that set the pumping power at 2.47KW/cm
2
, 

the bound state stimulated emission exist before the PASE is about to be excited. Above 

the threshold, the PASE grows much more rapidly and at the pumping power of 3.09 

KW/cm
2
, the PASE is dominates. The sharp rise can be understood that the increasing 

pumping power generate considerable large number of hot electrons to be scatter and 

collected by the well, and the phonon occupation number grows promptly because of the 

frequent scattering. Thus the possibility of the phonon participation in the stimulated 

emission is significantly enhanced. 
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Fig. 3-17 The bound state stimulated emission from a 30 m 235 m   platelet at 77K 
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Fig. 3-18 The peak intensity of the n=1 and n=1’ stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet ( 30 m 235 m  ) at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-19 The phonon assisted stimulated emission from a 30 m 235 m   platelet at 

77K 
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Fig. 3-20 The peak intensity of the phonon assisted stimulated emission versus pumping 

power from the platelet ( 30 m 235 m  ) at 77K. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3-21 The comparison of the stimulated emission before and after the abrupt 

appearance of the phonon assisted stimulated emission: (a). pumping power right at the 

threshold for exciting PASE; (b). pumping power above the threshold.  
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3.4 Stimulated emission from AlxGa1-xAs-GaAs superlattice multiple 

quantum well 

 

  When the active region of the single quantum well is reduced to be comparable to the 

mean electron scattering length, the efficiency of the electron collection is considerably 

decreased. To enhance the electron collection while keeping the character of the 

two-dimensional quantum well, a superlattice multiple quantum well is used. The active 

region of the superlattice multiple quantum well structure consists of one 325 Å and six 

30Å GaAs wells coupled by six 50 Å AlxGa1-xAs barriers (x=0.2) laid on both sides of the 

325 Å GaAs central region. The active region is sandwiched between two 0.5 m thick 

AlxGa1-xAs confining layers (x=0.3).The configuration of the conduction band diagram is 

shown in Fig. 3-22. The sample was grown by MBE, but the confining layers, multiple 

ultra-thin GaAs well coupled with ultra-thin Al0.2Ga0.8As barriers and the central GaAs 

well are grown at different temperatures. The sample is cut to small platelets, just like the 

ones of single quantum well platelets, but mounted into the indium without a sapphire 

window. Thus the heat dissipation capability and the reflection of the cavity is lower but 

the pumping power can be larger because the reflection loss by the sapphire window 

reflection is absent.  

  Fig. 3-23 shows the order of appearance of bound state stimulated emission and 

phonon assisted stimulated emission in a platelet with the dimension 40 m 410 m  at 

77K. Below the pumping power of 0.57KW/cm
2
, only bound state stimulated emission 

occurs. The PASE abruptly shows up and grows rapidly with increasing pumping power. 

At the pumping power of 1.64 KW/cm
2
, the peak intensity of PASE has surpassed the 

peak of bound state stimulated emission. Note that the threshold value for the excitation 
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of PASE is 0.57 KW/cm
2
, which is much smaller than that in 

single quantum well structure, which means that the superlattice multiple quantum well is 

more efficient in collecting the photoexcited electrons as well as enhancing the phonon 

occupation number. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-22 Schematic of the conduction band diagram of a superlattice multiple quantum 

well separate- confinenment structure. 
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Fig. 3-23 The spectra of the stimulated emission at the pumping power below and above 

the threshold for exciting the phonon assisted stimulated emission from the multiple 

quantum well platelet ( 40 m 410 m  ) at 77K. 

 

 

 The spectra of the n=1 transition (electron-to-heavy hole) and the phonon assisted 

stimulated emission is shown in Fig. 3-24. The separation between the widely spaced 

modes and narrowly spaced modes is about one optical longitudinal phonon energy 

( OL 36meV ). The dependence of the peak intensities of these two types of stimulated 

emission on the pumping power are both shown in Fig. 3-25. The squares represent the 
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peak intensities of n=1 emission and the circles are for peak intensities of PASE. It is 

clearly to see that the n=1 emission has a sublinear (slope of 0.83) of dependence on the 

pumping power, while for PASE, the peak intensity grows superlinearly (slope of 1.84).   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-24 The laser action of the bound state modes and phonon assisted modes at 77K. 

Note that the phonon assisted stimulated emission is located one longitudinal optical 

phonon energy below the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition. 
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Fig. 3-25 The dependence of the peak intensity on the pumping power for both bound 

state stimulated emission (square) and phonon assisted stimulated emission (circle) at 

77K. 

 

 

  The same experiment is carried on another sample with different dimension 

( 50 m 235 m  ). The threshold for the excitation of narrowly spaced modes is 

0.28KW/cm
2
. It also shows that phonon assisted stimulated emission emerges after the 

bound state stimulated emission. Fig. 3-27 shows both the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) 

and n=1’ (electron-to-light hole) emission peak. The dependence of the peak intensity on 
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pumping power is shown in Fig 3-28. The squares are for n=1 emission peak intensity and 

the circles are for n=1’ emission peak intensity. Both n=1 and n=1’ stimulated emissions 

have sublinear dependence on the pumping power with the slope of 0.63 and 0.89. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-26 The spectra of the stimulated emission at the pumping power below and above 

the threshold for exciting the phonon assisted stimulated emission from the multiple 

quantum well platelet ( 50 m 235 m  ) at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-27 The laser action of the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition and n=1’ 

(electron-to-light hole) transition at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-28 The dependence of the peak intensity on the pumping power for both n=1 

(electron-to-heavy hole) emission and n=1’ (electron-to-light hole) emission at 77K. 

 

 

The spectra of the phonon assisted stimulated emission is shown in Fig. 3-29 to be 

compared with the emission discussed above. Like another superlattice multiple quantum 

platelet, the spectra also exhibit that a narrowly spaced modes locates one optical 

longitudinal phonon energy below the n=1 (electron-to-heavy hole) transition. But in this 
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sample, the phonon assisted stimulate emission has the absolute domination that n=1 and 

n=1’ transition are hardly seen. The peak intensity grows superlinearly (slope of 2.44) 

with the rising pumping power. Compared with the slope of n=1 and n=1’ emission peak 

intensity, it is a rapid growth.  

  

 

 

Fig. 3-29 The spectra of the phonon assisted stimulated emission from the platelet 

(50 m 235 m  ) at 77K. 
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Fig. 3-30 The dependence of the peak intensity on the pumping power for phonon 

assisted stimulated emission at 77K. 
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Chapter 4-Conclusions 

4.1 Summery 

  In this work, bound state stimulated emission and phonon assisted stimulated emission 

are demonstrated and compared by using the photoluminescence techniques. The 

stimulated emission spectra were taken from the single quantum well structure and 

superlattice multiple-quantum well structures, both grown by molecular beam epitaxy. 

The single quantum well structure includes the thin GaAs active layer sandwiched by two 

AlxGa1-xAs confining layers with x=0.15 and x=0.35 in Al components separately. The 

active region of superlattice multiple quantum well structure consists of one 325 Å and 

six Å GaAs wells coupled by six 50 Å AlxGa1-xAs barriers (x=0.2) located on both sides 

of the 325 Å GaAs central region. The active region is sandwiched between 

two 0.5 m thick AlxGa1-xAs confining layers (x=0.3). Both the single quantum well 

structure and the superlattice multiple quantum well structures exhibit widely and 

narrowly spaced laser modes. The later can be explained by phonon assisted stimulated 

emission, because it is located one optical longitudinal phonon energy below the n=1 

(electron-to-heavy hole) transition. The narrowly spaced modes indicate the oscillation 

along the length of the sample, which prohibit the bound state stimulated emission due to 

the reabsorbtion and the lack of photoexcitation covering the whole length. But for the 

emitted photon with energy even less than the bandgap, this is not an impediment for the 

oscillation along the length. The dependence of peak intensity on the pumping power for 

both widely and narrowly spaced modes also indicate that the phonon assisted stimulated 

emission grows much faster than the bound state stimulated emission, which indicates 

clearly  
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that the mechanism of these two types of emission is different and more study and 

experiments are needed. 

4.2 Future Considerations 

 

  Upon the consideration of this work on phonon-assisted stimulated emission and the 

theory provided by the past work, additional work needs to be done to further understand 

the process of PASE. One assumption given by past workers is that the phonon 

participation in the electron-hole recombination is greatly influenced by the phonon 

occupation number, which is enhanced by the hot electron scattering. The scattering 

process is determined by the thickness of the active region and the depth of the quantum 

well. Thus, the samples with different parameters in layer thickness and Al components in 

AlxGa1-xAs are needed to test the photoluminescence spectra of the stimulated emission. 

Besides, considering that in theory the bound state stimulated emission and phonon 

assisted stimulated emission are competing to each other, the identification of PASE by 

another approach would be to perform time resolved optical spectroscopy. 

  In addition to the experimental observation, the model to account for and compare the 

unassisted and phonon assisted stimulated emission[28] proposed by Kroemer need to be 

verified by more experiments. More study in this model, combined with data from 

various quantum well heterostructures by both time-integrated and time resolved 

spectroscopy are needed to figure out the critical condition for the appearance of phonon 

assisted stimulated emission.  
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